Open positions

- Assistant or assistant professor at the Department of Civil Law (31. 1. 2022)
- Academic Position – Department of Pathophysiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University (28. 1. 2022)
- Academic Position – Department of Physiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University (21. 1. 2022)
- Assistant Professor of the Department of Gynaecology and obstetrics of FMP (20. 1. 2022)
- Faculty of Medicine in Pilsen, Charles University (19. 1. 2022)
- Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Analytical Chemistry (19. 1. 2022)
- Academic Position – Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital (19. 1. 2022)
- Academic Position – Department of Pneumology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital (18. 1. 2022)
- Department of Surgery, Second Faculty of Medicine Charles University and Motol University Hospital (17. 1. 2022)
- Assistant Professor in the field of Gender Studies, in the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Humanities (14. 1. 2022)
- Head of the Department of Palliative Medicine, First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and General University Hospital in Prague (14. 1. 2022)
- Postdoctoral position at the Institute of Theoretical Physics - Faculty of Mathematics and Physics (13. 1. 2022)
- Department of Biochemistry - Faculty of Science(5. 1. 2022)
- Academic Position – Department of Epidemiology, Second Faculty of Medicine (29. 12. 2021)
- Academic worker – methodologist – Study Centre of Praha UJOP UK (27. 12. 2021)
- Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Pharmaceutical Technology (22. 12. 2021)
- Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Biophysics and Physical Chemistry (22. 12. 2021)
- Assistant Professor of the DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY of FMP (17. 12. 2021)
- First Faculty of Medicine - Assistant Professor (8. 12. 2021)
- Faculty of Science - Department of Genetics and Microbiology (1. 12. 2021)
- Faculty of Law - position of an academic (assistant professor or associate professor) at the Centre for Legal Skills (30. 11. 2021)
- Faculty of Education - Researcher – post-doctoral position (29. 11. 2021)
- Faculty of Law - Three positions (25. 11. 2021)
- Assistant of the Department of Neurology of FMP (23. 11. 2021)
- Academic Position – Department of Neurology, Second Medical Faculty (22. 11. 2021)
- Deputy Head of Department of Anaesthesiology and Resuscitation for Education and Scientific Activities (16. 11. 2021)
- Academic Position – Department of Paediatric Haematology and Oncology, Second Faculty of Medicine (19. 11. 2021)
- Academic position – Department of Internal Medicine, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
- Academic position – Department of Immunology, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
- Academic position – Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
- Academic position – lecturer – Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
- Full-time position as researcher at the Department of Economics, Faculty of Law of Charles University (26. 10. 2021)
- Academic Position – Department of Anaesthesiology, Resuscitation and ICM, Second Medical Faculty (25. 10. 2021)
- Faculty of Science, Charles University, Department of Organic Chemistry (25. 10. 2021)
• Academic Position – Department of Physiology, Second Medical Faculty (25. 10. 2021)
• Academic Position – Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (15. 10. 2021)
• Academic Position – Department of Medical Microbiology, Second Medical Faculty (15. 10. 2021)
• Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles University - academic positions (12. 10. 2021)
• Center for Economic Research and Graduate Education, Charles University - Assistant Professor (12. 10. 2021)
• Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles University - opening of academic positions (8. 10. 2021)
• Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Biophysics and Physical Chemistry (4. 10. 2021)

**Assistant or assistant professor at the Department of Civil Law (31. 1. 2022)**

Requirements:
• Completed university degree in law and jurisprudence;
• Started or completed doctoral study (Ph.D. degree);
• Publishing activity in the field;
• Czech language proficiency at C1 level required; competence in the English language and one more foreign language (German, French) is an advantage;
• Previous participation in a grant project and university teaching experience in law is an advantage.

Expected commencement of work: 1 October 2021.

**Full information**

---

**Academic Position – Department of Pathophysiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University (28. 1. 2022)**

Notification of a selection process for an academic position

The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Pathophysiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University:

- with a work position of 1,000
- with the expected start in March/April 2022

Applicant Requirements:

- University education in medicine
- Academic title Ph.D. advantageous
- Research and publishing activity in the field of pathophysiology welcome
- Pedagogical and teaching experience
- Active, field-specific communication in English on level C plus and advanced knowledge of the Czech/Slovak language required

---

**Academic Position – Department of Physiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University (21. 1. 2022)**

The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Physiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University:

- with a work position of 1,000
- with the expected start in March/April 2022

Applicant Requirements:

- University education in general medicine, biomedicine or nature science
- Academic title PhD or prerequisites for its successful completion in the foreseeable future
- Pedagogical experience
- Research and publishing activity, optimally in neuroscience, cardiovascular physiology or a related field
- Active, field-specific communication in English enabling teaching and advanced knowledge of the Czech/Slovak language required

---

**Assistant Professor of the Department of Gynaecology and obstetrics of FMP (20. 1. 2022)**

Requirements:
- a university degree in General medicine,
- specialization in Gynaecology and obstetrics,
- Ph.D. title,
- prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work,
- active knowledge of English,
- excellent knowledge of the Czech language (daily use in teaching of Czech students)

Full information

**Faculty of Medicine in Pilsen, Charles University (19. 1. 2022)**

- **Assistant of the Department of Psychiatry of FMP**
  for part time job (max. 24 hours per week)
  start of employment in March 2022

Requirements:
- a university degree in Public health, Psychology and related disciplines,
- Ph.D. title in Psychiatry or Psychology and Ethics
- prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work,
- good knowledge of English,
- excellent knowledge of the Czech language (daily use in teaching of Czech students)

Full information

- **Deputy Head of Department of Neurology of FMP for Education and Scientific Activities**
  Start of employment: March 2022

Requirements:
- a university degree in General medicine,
- specialization in Neurology
- min. 5 years work experience in teaching Neurology
- Ph.D. title, or Docent degree, or Professor degree welcomed
- prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work,
- excellent knowledge of Czech and English

Full information

- **Deputy Head of Department of Clinical Biochemistry and haematology of FMP for Education and Scientific Activities**
  Start of employment: March 2022

Requirements:
- a university degree in General medicine,
- attestation in Clinical biochemistry
- min. 5 years work experience in teaching this field
- knowledge of English
- prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work, H-index > 10

Full information

Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Analytical Chemistry (19. 1. 2022)

Charles University, Faculty of Pharmacy in Hradec Králové, represented by the Dean of the Faculty, hereby announces a competitive hiring procedure, in accordance with the Higher Education Act, for the following position:

Member of the Academic Staff AP1/AP2/AP3/AP4 – Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Analytical Chemistry

Requirements:
- PhD in the field of Pharmaceutical analysis, Bioanalytical methods or in a related field,
- active knowledge of English
- publishing activities in the field of analytical chemistry
- prerequisites for additional teaching and research activities in the field of Analytical chemistry, bioanalytical methods, and food analysis
• ability to work well in a team, supervising of diploma thesis, co-supervising of PhD students

Full information

Academic Position – Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital (19. 1. 2022)
The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,200
• with the expected start in March 2022

Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Academic title PhD
• Attestation in paediatrics and at least 10 years of experience in the field
• Attestation in paediatric gastroenterology and hepatology advantageous
• Pedagogical experience from a medical school
• Research and publishing activity
• Active, field-specific communication in English on C plus level and advanced knowledge of the Czech/Slovak language

Full information

Academic Position – Department of Pneumology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital (18. 1. 2022)
The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Pneumology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,050
• with the expected start in March 2022

Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Participation in SVL in the field of pneumology and physiology (experience in the field with prerequisites for successful completion of the specialized education of doctors)
• Pedagogical experience from a medical school advantageous
• Research and publishing activity
• Active, field-specific communication in English and advanced knowledge of the Czech/Slovak language required

Full information

Department of Surgery, Second Faculty of Medicine Charles University and Motol University Hospital (17. 1. 2022)
The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Surgery, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,200
• with the expected start on 1 April 2022

Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• At least 5 years of experience in the field of surgery/plastic surgery
• Specialized competence in surgery/plastic surgery
• Pedagogical and publishing experience or potential for fulfilling of these activities
• Active, field-specific communication in English and advanced knowledge of the Czech/Slovak language required

Full information

Assistant Professor in the field of Gender Studies, in the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Humanities (14. 1. 2022)
Position Description:

- 0.5 FTE Appointment (fixed-term employment contract)
- The candidate is expected to participate in teaching in the Master’s study program in gender studies in English and the Bachelor's program in Humanities in English, in supervising of student qualification theses (Bachelor's and Master’s theses) and in expanding the research and publishing potential of the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Humanities, Charles University.

Fields of specialization primarily sought in this job search:

- Feminist Sociology / Gender Studies and Critical Race Theory;
- Additional specialization in another social science interdisciplinary field present at faculty (environmental studies, historical sociology, civil society studies).

Full information

Head of the Department of Palliative Medicine, First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and General University Hospital in Prague (14. 1. 2022)

Qualifications required:

University education in a relevant field, scientific educational degree of titul Professor or Associate Professor, special professional capacity to practice medicine, and education obtained in the core training in the field of Palliative Medicine or Palliative Medicine and Pain Management, practical experience of a team leader, experience in the specialty not less than 10 years, experience in education not less than 5 years, previous scientific and publishing activity, managerial and communicative skills, making for leadership in a professional and scientific team in the given field, knowledge of economics in health service, active command of English language, no criminal records.

Full information

Postdoctoral position at the Institute of Theoretical Physics - Faculty of Mathematics and Physics (13. 1. 2022)

Qualification requirements: The project’s aim is to use time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy to study ultrafast electronic and nuclear dynamics in molecules. We will use novel probing techniques to gain an unprecedented insight into quantum molecular dynamics. This work will be done as part of an international collaboration including experiments (Dr Russell Minns, University of Southampton) and state of art theory of quantum dynamics (Dr Adam Kirrander, University of Edinburgh). You will use and develop the molecular R-matrix codes to perform modelling of the photoionization dynamics and work on integration of this data into simulations of nuclear dynamics. This will require using advanced electronic structure methods and modelling of continuum dynamics at various levels of approximation. This is an exciting opportunity to gain experience in working with all aspects of the problem from electronic to nuclear dynamics and on interpretation of the experimental data.

Full information

Department of Biochemistry - Faculty of Science(5. 1. 2022)

with anticipated starting date of employment on June 1st 2022

- research in the field of biochemistry within the project International Postdoctoral Fellowship Native mass spectrometry and Protein Structural Biology

Qualifications:

- Ph.D. or other appropriate level 8 ISCED (International Standard Classification of Education) qualification completed within the last seven years
- all research activities will be conducted in English; knowledge of the Czech language is not required

Specification:

The project OP RDE, Call No. 02_18_053 “International mobility of research, technical and administrative workers of research organizations”. The position is open for researchers with experience in the area of protein mass spectrometry
and/or protein structural biology. Eligibility criteria: Ph.D. or other appropriate level 8 ISCED (International Standard Classification of Education) qualification completed within the last seven years.

**Full information**

**Academic Position – Department of Epidemiology, Second Faculty of Medicine (29. 12. 2021)**

The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Epidemiology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University:

- with a work position of 0.200
- with the expected start in February/March 2022

**Applicant Requirements:**

- Completed university education in medicine
- Initiated doctoral studies in epidemiology or a related field, or interest in it
- Pedagogical experience
- Excellent knowledge of the English language to teach students in the English study programme
- Scientific and publishing activities in epidemiology or a related field
- Knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language on native speaker level required

**More information**

**Academic worker – methodologist – Study Centre of Praha ÚJOP UK (27. 12. 2021)**

The Institute for Language and Preparatory Studies of Charles University announces, in accordance with the Regulations of the Selection of Charles University, as amended, a selection procedure for a candidate for an academic worker – methodologist – Study Centre of Praha ÚJOP UK:

**Job Description:**

- Teaching Czech to non-native speakers, possibly also teaching specialized subjects;
- Staffing and management of the teaching team;
- Preparation of curricula (Czech and specialized subjects);
- Supervising the teaching of all study groups;
- Conducting workshops, monitoring new developments in the field, keeping up to date with teaching materials;
- Monitoring and introducing new approaches and new applications to teaching;
- Participation in the implementation of projects related to teaching;
- Development of scripts and teaching materials.

**Requirements:**

- Completed university degree in the Czech language;
- Experience in teaching foreign language students is a prerequisite
- Experience in organization and methodological support of a teaching team is welcome;
- Diligence and reliability;
- Advanced knowledge of English; knowledge of another foreign language is an advantage;
- Knowledge of Czech at a native speaker level.

**Full information**

**Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Pharmaceutical Technology (22. 12. 2021)**

Charles University, Faculty of Pharmacy in Hradec Králové, represented by the Dean of the Faculty, hereby announces a competitive hiring procedure, in accordance with the Higher Education Act, for the following position:

**Member of the Academic Staff AP1/AP2/AP3/AP4 – Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Pharmaceutical Technology**

**Requirements:**

- PhD in the field of Pharmaceutical Technology or in a related field (or fulfilment of the prerequisites for awarding the degree of PhD);
- active knowledge of English
• active teaching and publishing activities in the field
• prerequisites for additional teaching and research activities in the field of Pharmaceutical Technology
• ability to work well in a team

Full information

Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Biophysics and Physical Chemistry (22. 12. 2021)

Charles University, Faculty of Pharmacy in Hradec Králové, represented by the Dean of the Faculty, hereby announces a competitive hiring procedure, in accordance with the Higher Education Act, for the following position:
Member of the Academic Staff AP1/AP2/AP3/AP4 – Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Biophysics and Physical Chemistry

Requirements:
• PhD in the field of physical chemistry, biophysics, biostatistics, mathematical biology, computer simulations of biomedical processes, pharmacometrics or in a related field (or fulfilment of the prerequisites for awarding the degree of PhD)
• active knowledge of English
• publishing activities in the field
• prerequisites for additional teaching and research activities in the field of mathematics, biophysics, physical chemistry or statistics
• ability to work well in a team

Full information

Assistant Professor of the DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY of FMP (17. 12. 2021)

Requirements:
• university degree in General medicine
• Ph.D. title in Surgery
• prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work
• excellent knowledge of the Czech language (daily use in teaching of Czech students)
• active knowledge of English

Full information

First Faculty of Medicine - Assistant Professor (8. 12. 2021)

The Dean of the First Faculty of Medicine of Charles University opens competitive examinations for the following vacant positions of academic staff, with the presumed commencement of employment on 1 March 2022:

Assistant Professor At least a master's degree, PhD., ThD. or CSc., appointment as an associate professor or professor (or achievement of comparable education abroad). Recommended length of practice: 0-4 years Language competences: English (advanced knowledge) or another foreign language (advanced knowledge) and English (active knowledge) Prerequisites for pedagogical work, moral integrity, knowledge of working with PC. Knowledge of the Czech language.

Full information

Faculty of Science - Department of Genetics and Microbiology (1. 12. 2021)

With anticipated starting date of employment on March 1st 2022
• Academic with a focus on modulation of the host immune system by bacterial pathogens (position on boarding: assistant professor, part-time)

Qualification:
• at least completed Ph.D., Th.D. or CSc. degree or comparable position in abroad
• fluent Czech and English language
• at least 5 years practice at the field of microbiology
• experience with supervision of diploma theses
• direct teaching in the field of microbiology
Faculty of Law - position of an academic (assistant professor or associate professor) at the Centre for Legal Skills (30. 11. 2021)

Requirements:
• Completed university degree in law and jurisprudence;
• Completed or ongoing doctoral programme is an advantage;
• Publications focusing on the respective research field is an advantage;
• Participation in a grant project and teaching experience are an advantage;
• Competence in two international languages;
• Experience in coordinating activities is an advantage.

Faculty of Education - Researcher – post-doctoral position (29. 11. 2021)

Job description:
• Collaboration on a research activity of the department.
• Participation and cooperation on beginning of new research activities (mainly on the development of international consortium ICSE (International Centre of STEM Education).
• Participation in publishing and other dissemination activities.

Basic requirements:
• Higher education.
• Field of Science or Technology oriented to education (subject didactics), eventually science or technology completed by confirmed research activity oriented to education.
• Academic degree PhD in any of the above fields (at most 7 years after successfully passing PhD studies or its foreign counterparts).
• Researcher from abroad - a researcher who has worked for at least 2 whole years in the last 3 years outside of the Czech Republic in the field of research for at least a half-time job, or has been a PhD student (or similar forms) abroad. Citizens of the Czech Republic are not excluded.
• Publishing activities – at least 2 publication outputs in the last 3 years (Professional publications registered in the databases of Thomson Reuters Web of Science, Scopus or ERIH PLUS, as well as publications like "article", “book”. “book chapter", “letter", and “review”.
• Minimum 3-years of experience in research documented by list of publications (includes the years of studying for Ph.D.).
• Fluency in English language.

Faculty of Law - Three positions (25. 11. 2021)
• Head of the Department of Financial Law and Financial Science

Requirements:
• Completed university master’s degree in law; scholarly degree (CSc., Dr., Ph.D.);
• Granted associate professorship or full professorship in financial law and financial science is an advantage;
• At least 7 years of legal practice in financial law and financial science;
• Teaching and research activities in financial law and financial science;
• Provable proficiency in one international (world) language; competence in another international language is an advantage;
• Non-existence of a work-load at another university exceeding 8 hours a week; alternatively, the termination of such work-load in the case of success in the hiring procedure;
• The list of publications where 5 most significant scholarly publications will be highlighted along with information indicating their citation references; provable citation index and publications in foreign impact journals is an advantage;
• Active participation in Czech and international conferences;
• Experience in drafting and obtaining research grant projects is an advantage;
• Membership in national and international organizations is an advantage.
Two positions as an academic – assistant professor or associate professor – at the Department of Criminal Law, namely 0.5 work-load for Criminology and 0.5 work-load for Criminal Law.

Requirements:

- Completed university degree in Law and Jurisprudence, subject-area Law;
- Completed doctoral study (Ph.D.) in Criminology or Criminal Law;
- Competence to teach courses within the master’s study programme;
- Qualification for autonomous research and publication in Czech and foreign peer-reviewed journals in the respective fields of Criminology or Criminal Law;
- Recent publication of a monograph is an advantage;
- Czech language proficiency at C1 level;
- Competence in the English language and one more foreign language.

One position as an academic – Head of the Department of Administrative Law and Administrative Science

Requirements:

- Completed university master’s degree in law; scholarly degree (CSc., Dr., Ph.D.);
- Granted associate professorship or full professorship in administrative law and administrative science is an advantage;
- At least 7 years of legal practice in administrative law and administrative science;
- Teaching and research activities in administrative law and administrative science;
- Provable proficiency in one international (world) language; competence in another international language is an advantage;
- Non-existence of a work-load at another university exceeding 8 hours a week; alternatively, the termination of such work-load in the case of success in the hiring procedure;
- The list of publications where 5 most significant scholarly publications will be highlighted along with information indicating their citation references; provable citation index and publications in foreign impact journals is an advantage;
- Active participation in Czech and international conferences;
- Experience in drafting and obtaining research grant projects is an advantage;
- Membership in national and international organizations is an advantage.

Assistant of the Department of Neurology of FMP (23. 11. 2021)

Requirements:

- a university degree in General medicine,
- specialization in Neurology
- Ph.D. title welcomed
- prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work
- active knowledge of English
- excellent knowledge of the Czech language (daily use in teaching of Czech students)

Academic Position - Department of Neurology, Second Medical Faculty (22. 11. 2021)

The Dean of the Second Medical Faculty, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic staff - lecturer for the Department of Neurology, Second Medical Faculty, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:

- with a work position of 0,05
- with the expected start in December 2021/ January 2022

Applicant Requirements:
• University education in medical field
• Specialization in the field
• Completed doctoral studies in biomedicine
• Teaching experience
• Active knowledge of the English language
• Knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language of native speaker level

Full information
Head of the Department of Organic and Bioorganic Chemistry, Pharmacology and Toxicology and Social and Clinical Pharmacy (19. 11. 2021)

• Head of the Department of Organic and Bioorganic Chemistry
• Head of the Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology
• Head of the Department of Social and Clinical Pharmacy

Requirements:
• Completed higher education
• Completed (or ongoing) procedure for granting of associated professorship or full professorship (“doc.”/”prof.”)
• 8 years of experience in the field
• Experience with managing a team
• Experience with organizing teaching and managing research projects
• Organizational and managerial skills
• Active knowledge of English, international experience from a stay at a workplace abroad

Full information
Academic Position – Department of Paediatric Haematology and Oncology, Second Faculty of Medicine (19. 11. 2021)

The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Paediatric Haematology and Oncology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,800
• with the expected start in January 2022

Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Ph.D. title
• Attestation SVL in the field of medical genetics
• Experience with molecular diagnostics of solid tumours
• Research and publishing activities
• Teaching experience from a medical school advantageous
• Active, field-specific knowledge of English on level C plus and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Full information
Academic position – Department of Internal Medicine, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)

The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Internal Medicine, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,200
• with the expected start in January 2022

Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Ph.D. title or at least completed common stem (internal medicine)
• Specialization in the field
• Scientific and publishing activities
• Pedagogical experience from a medical school
• Active, field-specific knowledge of English and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Full information

Academic position – Department of Immunology, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Immunology, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,100
• with the expected start in January 2022
Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Specialization in the field of allergology and clinical immunology
• Ph.D. title or prerequisites for its successful completion
• Pedagogical and teaching experience
• Scientific and publishing activities
• Active, field-specific knowledge of English on level C plus and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Full information

Academic position – Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 0,200
• with the expected start in January 2022
Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Ph.D. title or SVL in the field of paediatrics (attestation or practice in the field with the assumption of early passing of the attestation)
• Teaching experience from a medical school
• Research and publishing activities
• Active, field-specific knowledge of English on level C plus and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Full information

Academic position – lecturer – Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine (18. 11. 2021)
The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University announces the selection process for 8 academic positions – lecturers at the Department of Paediatrics, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:
• with a work position of 8 x 0,100
• with the expected start in January 2022
Applicant Requirements:
• University education in general medicine
• Ph.D. title or SVL in the field of paediatrics (attestation or practice in the field with the assumption of early passing of the attestation)
• Teaching experience from a medical school
• Research and publishing activities
• Active, field-specific knowledge of English on level C plus and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Full information

Deputy Head of Department of Anaesthesiology and Resuscitation for Education and Scientific Activities (16. 11. 2021)
Requirements:

• a university degree in General medicine,
• specialization in Anesthesiology and Resuscitation or Anesthesiology and Intensive Care
• min. 5 years work experience in teaching Anesthesiology, Resuscitation, Intensive Care Medicine, or First Aid and Emergency Medicine or Disaster Medicine
• min. 10 years of professional experience,
• Ph.D. title,
• prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work,
• excellent knowledge of Czech and English

Full information

Deputy Head of Department of Neurology for Education and Scientific Activities (16. 11. 2021)

Requirements:

• a university degree in General medicine,
• specialization in Neurology
• min. 5 years work experience in teaching Neurology
• Ph.D. title, or Docent degree, or Professor degree welcomed
• prerequisites for scientific and pedagogical work,
• excellent knowledge of Czech and English

Full information

Faculty of Science, Department of Botany (16. 11. 2021)

Academic with a focus on botany of vascular plants

(position on boarding: lecturer, part-time, substitute for a maternity leave)

Qualification:

• completed master's degree from botany
• fluent Czech and English language
• pedagogical skills

More specification:

• predominantly lecturer position
• the main scope is teaching of courses aimed at the systematics and morphology of vascular plants including field excursions for bachelors students
• collection and preparation of material for the practices and organisation of student evaluation

Full information

Head of the Department of Histology and Embryology of FMP (15. 11. 2021)

Requirements:
Head of the Department of Histology and Embryology of FMP
Start of employment: January 2022
• a university degree in general medicine or natural sciences
• achieved scientific pedagogical title as associate professor or professor
• minimum 5 years work experience in the field histology and embryology
• organisational and management skills
• prerequisites for pedagogical and research work
• active knowledge of English
• excellent knowledge of the Czech language (level C1 for foreigners)
• Criminal integrity

Full information
Academic Position, Head of the Department – ENT, Second Faculty of Medicine (11. 11. 2021)

The Dean of the Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and the Director of the Motol University Hospital announce the selection process for a candidate for an academic position, Head of the Department of ENT, Second Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:

• with the expected start on 1 January 2022

Applicant Requirements:

• University education in the field of general medicine
• Scientific-pedagogical title of professor, associate professor, or a prerequisite for its achievement
• Academic title Ph.D. or scientific title DrSc., CSc.
• Specialized competence in the relevant or related field
• At least 10 years of professional experience in ENT
• Experience with teaching at a university and readiness to guarantee field-specific subjects which are taught at the department
• Personal and professional prerequisites for the running of the academic team of the department
• Research and publication activity in the field
• Active knowledge of the English language and advanced knowledge of Czech/Slovak is a requirement

Full information

Pedagogical psychology - Department of psychology (9. 11. 2021)

Job description:

• teaching within the applicant’s specialization
• supervision of students’ term papers and theses, especially at the B.A. and M.A. level
• research and publishing in high-impact international scientific journals
• sharing administrative duties in the department

Job requirements:

• MA degree in Psychology, doctoral degree (PhD or equivalent) in Psychology
• excellent active knowledge of English
• publications in high-impact international scientific journals
• experience with teaching within the applicant’s specialization
• experience with collaborating on research grants and projects

Full information

Full-time position as researcher at the Department of Economics, Faculty of Law of Charles University (26. 10. 2021)

Title of the project: International mobility of research, technical and administrative staff at Charles University

Term: commencement – Spring 2022 (ideally March 2022 with some flexibility upon agreement)

Requirements:

1. As on the date of commencement of mobility, the applicant should have worked in research for at least 2 years during the last 3 years in an organization outside the Czech Republic with the workload of at least 0.5 FTE. Czech citizens are not excluded.
2. The applicant was awarded Ph.D. or similar degree (an equivalent of level 8 under ISCED) at least 7 years before the commencement of the mobility.
3. During the last five years, the applicant should have been engaged in at least one international3 or national4 grant project in the capacity of main researcher or co-researcher1.
4. The applicant should prove that during the last five years he or she has had at least three publications (i.e. publications registered in the databases Thomson Reuters Web of Science, Scopus or ERIH PLUS in the form of “article”, “book”, “book chapter”, “letter” or “review”).

Full information
**Academic Position – Department of Anaesthesiology, Resuscitation and ICM, Second Medical Faculty (25. 10. 2021)**

The Dean of the Second Medical Faculty, Charles University announces the selection process for academic positions at the Department of Anaesthesiology, Resuscitation and ICM, Second Medical Faculty, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:

- with a work position of 2 x 0,200
- with the expected start in December 2021

Applicant Requirements:

- University education in medical field
- Specialization in anaesthesiology and resuscitation
- Professional experience in the field
- Experience with teaching, research and publication activity
- Advanced ICT skills
- Active, field-specific knowledge of English and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

**Academic Position – Department of Physiology, Second Medical Faculty (25. 10. 2021)**

The Dean of the Second Medical Faculty, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Physiology, Second Medical Faculty, Charles University:

- with a work position of 1,000
- with the expected start in December 2021 / January 2022

Applicant Requirements:

- University education in medicine, biomedicine or nature science
- Academic title Ph.D. or prerequisites for its completion in the foreseeable future
- Pedagogical practice and experience with teaching at universities
- Scientific and publishing activities; optimally in the field of neuroscience or cardiovascular physiology
- Ability to conduct independent research
- Experience in popularizing science
- Active field specific knowledge of English on level C plus and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

**Faculty of Science, Charles University, Department of Organic Chemistry (25. 10. 2021)**

With anticipated starting date of employment on March 1st 2022

- research in the field of organic chemistry within the project International Postdoctoral Fellowship-SAPAH (Synthesis of Aza-Poly-Aromatic Hydrocarbons)

Qualifications:

- Ph.D. or other appropriate level 8 ISCED (International Standard Classification of Education) qualification completed within the last seven years
- all research activities will be conducted in English; knowledge of the Czech language is not required

**Specification:** The project CZ.02.2.69/0.0/0.0/18_053/0016976 “International mobility of research, technical and administrative staff at the Charles University”.

The position is open for researchers with research experience in the development of novel synthetic methodologies and synthesis of molecules with broad applications. Extensive experience in purification and characterization of organic molecules using modern chromatographic and analytical techniques (NMR, IR, HPLC, etc.) is required. The ideal candidate should be knowledgeable and experienced in the field of transition metal-catalyzed reactions.

**More abilities:**
The applicant must have resided outside the Czech Republic at least for 2 years of the last 3 years.

The applicant must have had at least 2 published, peer-reviewed research outputs in the last 3 years. Outputs must be registered in the Thomson Reuters Web of Science, Scopus or ERIH PLUS database as well as “article”, “book”, “book chapter”, “letter” and “review”.

Selection process:
Selection will be based on the relevance of candidates' professional interests and experience, excellence in research achievements.

Academic Position – Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (15. 10. 2021)
The Dean of the Second Medical Faculty, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Second Medical Faculty, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:

• with a work position of 0,100 in neonatology
• with the expected start on 1 December 2021

Applicant Requirements:

• University education in medical field
• Attestation in the relevant field
• Prerequisites for research and pedagogical activity
• International publication and research activity
• Active work at a clinical and academic workplace abroad, a prerequisite for starting foreign cooperation
• Active knowledge of the English language advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Academic Position – Department of Medical Microbiology, Second Medical Faculty (15. 10. 2021)
The Dean of the Second Medical Faculty, Charles University announces the selection process for an academic position for the Department of Medical Microbiology, Second Medical Faculty, Charles University and Motol University Hospital:

• with a work position of 1,00
• with the expected start on 1 December 2021

Applicant Requirements:

• University education in medicine or nature science
• Completion of doctoral studies in the field of microbiology in the past 5 years
• Research activity
• Experience with submitting and managing grant projects AZV, GA ČR, etc.
• Publication activity in journals in the field of microbiology and/or infectious diseases, position of the senior or second author welcome
• Pedagogical practice, experience with teaching microbiology and leading bachelor's, master's and doctoral students
• Active field specific knowledge of English on level B2 and advanced knowledge of the Czech / Slovak language required

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles University - academic positions (12. 10. 2021)
School of Computer Science

• Assistant Professor at the Department of Theoretical Computer Science and Mathematical Logic specializing in the field of artificial intelligence.
• Assistant Professor at the Department of Software Engineering specializing in multimedia retrieval, content-based retrieval, database indexing, and applications of machine learning in the specified areas.
• Assistant Professor at the Department of Distributed and Dependable Systems
• Assistant Professor at the Computer Science Institute of Charles University
  Full information

School of Mathematics
• Assistant Professor position (tenure track) in the Department of Algebra in algebra and logic.
  Full information

Center for Economic Research and Graduate Education, Charles University - Assistant Professor (12. 10. 2021)
Workplace: Center for Economic Research and Graduate Education, Charles University

Position: Assistant Professor

Salary: According to the internal wage regulations of Charles University

Expected start date: January 1, 2022

Application deadline: November 19, 2021

Requirements:
• university degree in economics, mathematical economics, or a closely related discipline,
• good command of the field of microeconomics and econometrics,
• attained Ph.D. degree an advantage,
• ability to publish in scientific journals,
• English proficiency.

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles University - opening of academic positions (8. 10. 2021)

School of Physics
• Full professor position at the Department of Condensed Matter Physics in the program Physics – Condensed Matter Physics.
• Associate professor position at the Department of Atmospheric Physics in the program Meteorology.
• Associate professor position at the Institute of Particle and Nuclear Physics in the field of particle physics with a focus on theory.
• Associate professor position at the Institute of Theoretical Physics in the field of gravity and relativistic physics.
• Associate professor position at the Department of Geophysics in the field of geomagnetism and theoretical geophysics.
• Associate professor position at the Department of Low-Temperature Physics in the field of solid state physics.
• Assistant Professor position at the Department of Chemical Physics and Optics specializing in the field of biophysics and biochemistry of photosynthesis.
• Assistant Professor position at the Department of Chemical Physics and Optics specializing in the field of computational and theoretical chemical physics.
• Assistant professor at the Department of Physics of Materials specializing in the field of physics of materials
• Academic Researcher position at the Institute of Physics in the field of Quantum Optics and Optoelectronics
• Academic Researcher position at the Institute of Physics in the field of Molecular and Biological Structures
• Academic Researcher position at the Institute of Physics in the field of Molecular and Biological Structures
• Academic Researcher position at the Department of Atmospheric Physics in the field of the computational fluid dynamics, turbulence and atmospheric boundary layer.
• Academic Researcher position at the Department of Low-Temperature Physics specializing in the field of particle physics
• Academic Researcher position at the Department of Low-Temperature Physics specializing in the field of Physics of Condensed Matter and Materials Research
• Academic Researcher position at the Department of Surface and Plasma Science specializing in the physics of plasmas with a focus on space physics
  Full information
• Visiting Professor position at the Institute of Particle and Nuclear Physics specializing in theoretical Physics.
  Full information
• Postdoc position at the Institute of Theoretical Physics in the field of Time-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy.

• Postdoc position at the Institute of Theoretical Physics in the field of gravity and relativistic physics.

Full information

• Director of Institute of Particle and Nuclear Physics

• Head of Department of Condensed Matter Physics

Full information

School of Computer Science

• Assistant Professor at the Department of Software Engineering specializing in knowledge and ontology engineering

Full information

School of Mathematics

• Associate Professor at the Department of Algebra in algebraic number theory.

• Associate professor position at the Mathematical Institute of Charles University in the field Mathematical Analysis.

• Assistant Professor position (tenure track) at the Department of Numerical Mathematics in the field of Numerical and Computational Mathematics

• Assistant professor position at the Department of Mathematical Analysis AP2 in the field of mathematical analysis, with specialization in functional analysis and theory of functions.

Full information

• A postdoctoral researcher at the Department of Algebra and at the Mathematical Institute of Charles University in the fields of algebra, geometry, number theory or mathematical logic.

• A postdoctoral researcher at the Mathematical Institute of Charles University in the fields of mathematical modeling and numerical mathematics

Full information

• Head of the Department of Mathematics Education

Full information

Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Biophysics and Physical Chemistry (4. 10. 2021)

Charles University, Faculty of Pharmacy in Hradec Králové, represented by the Dean of the Faculty, hereby announces a competitive hiring procedure, in accordance with the Higher Education Act, for the following position:

Member of the Academic Staff AP1/AP2/AP3/AP4 – Assistant/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor for the Department of Biophysics and Physical Chemistry

Requirements:

• PhD in the field of physical chemistry, biophysics, biostatistics, mathematical biology, computer simulations of biomedical processes, pharmacometrics or in a related field (or fulfilment of the prerequisites for awarding the degree of PhD)

• active knowledge of English

• publishing activities in the field

• prerequisites for additional teaching and research activities in the field of mathematics, biophysics, physical chemistry or statistics

• ability to work well in a team

Full information